INTERNET PRESENCE COMMITTEE
Minutes
May 28, 2013

Members Present (item voted on electronically): Sharon Ashton, Lucy Croft and Marianne Jaffee

Motion made to approve the following portal requests submitted by Kathy Hughes, ITS

(1) Update the Technical Resource channel and make default on both the Faculty/Staff and Student tabs. (It is currently default on Student only). Channel should show Kivuto on both Faculty/Staff and Student but Antivirus only on Student. Kivuto (formerly eAcademy) is now available to students for discounted purchase of software.

(2) Request the Virtual Lab link (http://vlab.unf.edu) be placed on Quicklinks list. The Virtual Lab will become very popular and should have a presence there. Virtual Lab provides access to software from anywhere, anytime as an alternative to visiting the UNF computer labs.

✔ Motion approved and passed